
Figure 2: Statistics relative to MS legion group Vs HC in forceps minor. (1) Lesion voxel sum across patients. (2) MWF T-test (3) RD T-test  
(4) MWF & RD Hotelling T2 test. Only significant clusters are shown. Color bar indicates t values, except in (1) where it represents lesions sum. 

Figure 3: Profilometry of single 
patient [yellow/orange] Vs HC 
[blue/green]. 
(Top, from left to right) Lesion 
sum, RD and MWF profiles.  
(Bottom, from left to right) 3D 
profilometry view, 2D projection 
in MWF-RD plane.  
Shaded surface represents 95% 
C.I. of HC values (± 1.96 
standard deviation) 

Figure 1: Comparison between MS 
lesion group [yellow/organge] and 
HC [blue/green], forceps minor. 
(Top, from left to right) Lesion 
sum, RD and MWF profiles.  
(Bottom, from left to right) 3D 
profilometry view, 2D projection in 
MWF-RD plane.  
Color relates to tract position and 
shaded surface represents 95% C.I. 
of HC mean (± 1.96 standard error) 

Table 1: Main significant cluster properties from t-test and Hotelling T2, for the left thalamic 
radiation, cortico-spinal tract (CST), inferior (ILF) and superior (SLF) longitudinal fasciculi.  
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Introduction 
In diffusion MRI (dMRI) studies, dMRI metrics are usually averaged over tracts of interest, 
while the examination of tract profiles1 add important spatial information. Relatively limited 
research has been done bringing metrics derived from other modalities such as myelin water 
fraction (MWF) with tractography reconstructions, and even less so using tract profiling. The 
aims of this work are 1) to present a framework we called “profilometry” for the joint analysis 
of multiple metrics (not exclusively from dMRI) calculated along tracts, 2) to provide the 
associated open-source pipeline, and 3) to demonstrate the use of RD-MWF profilometry in 
multiple sclerosis (MS) for group and single-case comparisons with healthy controls (HC). 

Material & Methods 
Subjects: 15 HC [F/M=9/6; 36.3 ± 13.3 years], 141 MS patients [F/M=93/48; 42.1 ± 10.7 
years]. For each WM bundle considered, patient lesion masks were warped to native dMRI 
space and all patients having lesions on that WM bundle were defined as the “Lesion group”. 
One patient was provided by a researcher blind to the experiment for the single-case study. 
Imaging data acquisition: a 3 T GE Signa EXCITE scanner was used with a 10-min T2prep 
3D spiral sequence2, a dMRI sequence with 1 b0 and 33 directions at b=1000 s.mm-2, and a T1 
sequence. The resulting volumes had whole brain coverage with respective resolutions of 
0.9x0.9x5 mm3, 0.9x0.9x2.5 mm3, and 0.9x0.9x1 mm3. 
MWF processing: The “Spatially constrained multi-Gaussian” 
algorithm3 was used to estimate MWF maps 
Profilometry pipeline: FA, RD and fiber principal directions 
were estimated from the tensor model fitted to the dMRI data. 
Subject tractography was started from voxels with FA > 0.3 and 
stopped with FA < 0.1. Pairs of atlas-defined ROIs, 
transformed from MNI to native dMRI space, were relied upon 
to automatically select a set of WM bundles, each bundle 
defined by the tracts intersecting a given ROI pair. We 

analyzed the forceps minor, thalamic radiation, cortico-spinal 
tracts, inferior (ILF) and superior (SLF) longitudinal fasciculi. 
MWF maps were registered to native dMRI space. Tracts were sampled to 100 nodes and an 
average weighted by distance from the bundle core was calculated for MWF and RD. 
Group comparison: Hotelling’s T2 test corrected for multiple-node comparison [4] was used 
to jointly compared MWF and dMRI profiles between the “Lesion group” and HC. 
Single case study: Single-subject profilometry was investigated in a lesioned right SLF. 

Results 
Profilometry visualization: A new type of visualization is proposed to accompany the novel 
profilometry framework (Fig. 1). In the case of dual metric profilometry, a 3D view allows to 
observe the simultaneous variation of both metrics according to distance along the tract. 
Furthermore, a 2D projection along one of the metric axis provides traditional tract profiles, 
while the projection along the tract position axis offers a condensed view specific to both the 
tract geometry (as indicated by the color gradient) and the metrics variation along that tract. 
Group comparison: Tract profiles and RD-MWF profilometry visualization of the Forceps 
minor in MS Lesion group and NC are shown in Fig. 1. Hotelling’s T2 significant t-values are 
shown in Fig. 2. Results of other tracts are summarized in Table 1. 
Single case study: The RD-MWF profilometry visualization of a subject affected by a lesion 
on the right SLF, and the 95% confidence interval on the metric values, is shown on Fig. 3. 

Discussion and conclusion 
RD- MWF profilometry applied to the forceps minor demonstrated significant differences between 
patients having lesions on that tract and HC, around the lesion locations (Fig. 1 and 2). Similar results 
were found for the left thalamic radiation, ILF and SLF but no significant differences in the joint 
analysis were found in the left CST. When combining MWF and RD, more specificity can be 
expected in the differences detected, as they would likely correspond to microstructural changes 
associated to both myelin as well as myelin injury and inflammation respectively. This aspect would 
prove especially useful when investigating new MS lesions accompanied by inflammation. The novel 
profilometry framework and associated visualization plots seem also promising on single case study 
to detect deviation from normative data in HC (Fig. 3). While multiple tools currently exist to 
perform diffusion imaging analysis, limited software are available to perform both tractography in 
individual subjects and tract profiles analysis. We developed a pipeline for the profilometry 
framework based on NiPype [5] which offers an abstract interface to most of the common existing 
neuroimaging tools and will be soon available at https://github.com/mick-d/mrpipe 
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Left thalamic 
radiation 

Cluster 
size 

Cluster 
start node 

Cluster 
end node 

Left CST Cluster 
size 

Cluster 
start node 

Cluster 
end node 

Lesions 19 1 19 Lesions 27 74 100 
RD t-test 30 1 30 RD t-test 0 0 0 
MWF t-test 21 3 23 MWF t-test 4 97 100 
RD-MWF   
Hotelling T2 

23 4 26 RD-MWF  
Hotelling T2 

0 0 0 

Left ILF    Left SLF    
Lesions 82 1 82 Lesions 100 1 100 
RD t-test 15 68 82 RD t-test 0 0 0 
MWF t-test 52 1 52 MWF t-test 36 65 100 
RD-MWF  
Hotelling T2 

19 23 41 RD-MWF  
Hotelling T2 

14 83 96 
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